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1. Introduction.
    Let G be a compact Lie group. It is vell--
knovn that the set of all isofiorphism classes
of COG (resp. C" G> vector bundle overaCOG
space (resp. Cee G manifold) with free aetion

corresponds bijectively• to the set of all iso-
morphism classes of COG (resp. C"" G) vector

bundles over the orbit space [1].

    In this paper, ve consider a semialgebraie
version of this fact. We refer to [Z] and [6]

the notion of semialgebraic vector bundles.
    Let G be an algebraic group. A G invariant

subset of a representation of G is called a
serialgebraic G set if it is semialgebraic. By

the aid of [4], one can shov that the orbit

space of a senialgebraic G set has a unique
semialgebraic structure such that the projec-
tion X-X/G is semialgebraic. It is known
that one can find an explicit description of
defining inequalities [5].

    We have the folloving result.

Theoren Let G be a real algebraic group and
let X be a senialgebraic G set. If G aets on X
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freely, then the set of all isomorphism
classes of semialgebraic G vector bundles over

X is isomorphic to the set of all isomorphism
classes of semialgebraiÅë vector bundles over
XIG as sets.

Corollary Suppose the action of G on X is
free. Any semialgebraic G vector bundle r has

a classifying map in the semialgebraic catego-

ry, namely, there exist a universal G vector
bundle n=(E(n. n). p. G(n. n)) and a semial-

gebraic Gmap f:XS(n. n) so that r is
isonorphic to f'{e) as semialgebraic G vector

bundles.

    This corollary is an extension of the fact

that any senialgebraic vector bundle over a
semialgebraic set has a classifying map in the
semialgebraic category [3, Corollary 12.7.5].

    In the present paper G <resp. X> startds
for a real algebraic group (resp. a seiialge-
braic G set) unless othervise stated.

2. Semialgebraic G vec-
      tor bundles.

   We make basic definitions. Let X.and Y be

semialgebraic G sets. A sefiialgebraie iap
(resp. semialgebraie isonorphism ) f:X '"A)Y

is said to be a senialgebraie G iap •(resp.
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senialgebraie G isomorphisi) if it is a G map. algebraic sets satisfying the folloving tvo
                                                cenditions:

Definition 2.1. <1)A semialgebraic veetor (1)For any Ai there exist finitely many semi-
bundle n=(E, x. X) is said to be a senialge- algebraic continuous functions

brtie G veetor bundle if the folloving three

conditions are satisfied: ft ,k: At-R <OSkSs(i))
[1] The total space g and the base space X are

    senialgebraie Gsets. such that
[2] The projection z is a semialgebraic G map.

[3] For any rEX. gEG, the map fi ,k(i) <fi .k+i(i) (OSkSs(i))

            g-t(i)-i'i(gi) for any iEAi.
                                                (2>X is a disjoint union of the set of the

    is linear. forn:
(2)Tvo semialgebraic G vector bundles are
called isonorphie as sonialgebraic G vector {(t,r)ER"XRMt xEAi. t < fi.o(x)},
bundles if there exists a semialgebraic vec-
tor bundle isomorphism sueh that it is a G map. {(t,r)ER"XRMI rEAt, fi .k(z> < t < fi .k+i(x)}

                                                                                (OSkSs(i}-1)

3.Proot ot Theorem and
    Coro11ary. {(t, i)ER"X RMIiEAt, t>h.s {i)(i)} ,or

    We show that for every semialgebraic G {(t,i)ER"XR"IiEAi, t=fi .k(i)} (O$kSsi).
vector bundle n=(B. z. X), the quotient bun-

dle Therefore one can easily constructasemialge-
                                                braic map h satisfying foh:idy. In the gener-
           vlG=(B/G. zlG. X/G) al case, ve have the required map because the
                                                projection R"XHM is the composition of
is a semialgebraic vector bundle, yhere BIG R"xRL----Rn-ixRM-,..-RM. D
and X/G are the quotient spaees ofE and X,
respectively, and that zlG:BIG-X/G is the Le"a S.Z Let X,Y and Zbe semialgebraic
induced map from -:E-X. sets. Let s:Xrl, t:X-"--'i'Y be semialgebraic
    To shov this we prepare t"o lemmata. maps and let u:Yd be anap. If t is sur-
                                                jective and s=uot then u is a semialgebraic
Lenna 3.1 Let XCR", YCpt be semialgebraic map.
sets, lf f:X-Y is a surjective semialgebra-
ie map, then there exists a semialgebraiemap Proof.
                                                By Lemma 3.1, there exists a semialgebraie rnaph:Y-X so that fOh = idy.
                                         • q:Y--)X such that toq=idy. Therefore
Proof.

Replacing XCR" by the graph of f CR"XRM, we u=uoidy=uotoq=soq
can assume that f is a restrietion of the nat-

ural projection R"XHM. We nov shov vhen is a semialgebraic map. D
n=1. By a partitton of senialgebraie set <cf.

[2, Theorem Z.2.1]), there exists a finite Proof of Theoren
partition {AiliEI} of RM into eonnected semi- Let n=(B. g. X) be a semialgebraic Gvector
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   bundle over X. Let qx and qE denote the orbit
   zaaps of X-X/G and E-E/G, respectively.
   Set p=qxox. Then p=z/GOqE. By Lemaa 3.2,

               zlG :BIG-X/G

   is a semialgebraic map, thus it is a semialge-
   braic continuous map. Let {Ui, n i} be a semi-

   algebraic trivialization of n. Since any fi-
   ber of n has the trivial action, one can eas-
   ily Åëheck that {qx(Ut). z't} is a seraialge--

   braic trivialization of nlG, vhere z'i is
   the map which makes the following diagram com-

   rnute.

          T-i(Ui) ", uixRk
     gE lr' `( Ui )t 1(gxlui)xtd
gE(T-i(Ui)) = (TIG)-i(g,(U,)) r, g(Ui) Å~ Rk

                              '

   Henee n/G=(B/G, z/G. X/G) is a sernialgebraic

   vector bundle over XIG. Therefore we can de-

   fine the map

              P: VBC(X).YEC(X/G)

   by P(n}=nlG, where VEC{X) <resp. YBC(X/G))
   denotes the set of all isomorphism classes of

   semialgebraic G vector bundles (resp. the set

   of all isomorphism classes of semialgebraic
   vector bundles) over X (resp. XIG). We define

   the map

               K:VBC(XIG).VBC(X)

   by K(r)=qx;(C')•

   Then PoX=id, KoP=id. This eompletes the
   proof. D

semialgebraic G set with free action.

 Proof of Corollary,

 By Theorem, for any semialgebraic G vector
 bundle n over X, there exists a semialgebraic
 vector bundle n /G over ]CIG so that

                n 2ET ;(n /G>.

  In terms of [3, Corolary 12.7.5], 1/G has a

 classifying map l:]VH(n.n), vhere G(n,-}
 denotes some Grassmannian variety. Hence

              ko"-(n.-)

  is the required classifying map of n. O
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